FleetOnlineSolutions: your fleet solutions.
What is FleetOnlineSolutions?
FleetOnlineSolutions is Goodyear’s internet-based tyre management system, giving you comprehensive, instant and continuous access to your fleet’s tyre information. Additionally, by linking Goodyear’s service providers directly to your fleet’s tyre policy, FleetOnlineSolutions is able to ensure all service work carried out on your vehicles is to the high standard and specification that you expect.

Internet-based tyre management
FleetOnlineSolutions is an internet-based tyre management tool, giving you access to your fleet information from any device, wherever you may be in the world. The system’s database includes details of vehicles, locations, tyre policies and agreed terms, ensuring that contracted work can be carried out on any vehicle, at any time; maximising service efficiency and minimising vehicle downtime.

Reporting and authorisation
When work is completed on a vehicle by a Goodyear service provider, FleetOnlineSolutions will summarise and report each action in an easy to read format. You can then review your fleet’s tyre service history through a comprehensive reporting suite, enabling analysis by vehicle, location or service provider. In addition, the system can be used as an authorisation or approval tool to manage the frequency of specific service work.

Service consistency
Wherever you are, wherever your truck, FleetOnlineSolutions enables consistent tyre service delivery across your fleet. By linking Goodyear’s network of service providers directly to your fleet’s tyre policy, we are able to provide the right service at the right time to keep your vehicles on the move.

Centralised billing
Once each job is finalised, FleetOnlineSolutions will automatically handle each invoice; consolidating them into the right currency, ensuring your service providers are paid and providing a single, monthly statement for you to action - reducing administrative costs, enabling you to focus on the road ahead.

FleetOnlineSolutions delivers a constant link between you and your service provider; ensuring a premium service response with the speed and efficiency you require.

The FleetFirst programme
FleetOnlineSolutions is part of Goodyear’s Pan-European fleet-efficiency service programme, FleetFirst.

The FleetFirst programme features a range of services that are specifically designed to help our fleet customers to manage their vehicles more efficiently. Each FleetFirst service inter-connects, enabling you to choose a service solution that fits your needs.

At Goodyear, we understand that no two businesses are the same, therefore, no two FleetFirst packages are ever identical. Working with you, your FleetFirst consultant will define and bespoke a service solution that fits your needs. Whatever your situation, FleetFirst has it covered; taking away your daily stresses and frustrations and enabling you to focus on running your successful business.
“With Goodyear’s FleetOnlineSolutions we can ensure our truck tyres are correctly maintained in a cost-effective manner. Having a single point of contact and a tyre policy maintenance guarantee has minimised vehicle downtime as well as helping to avoid costly mistakes. Minimal paperwork and ease of access to reporting has also reduced administration costs, increasing our efficiency.”

Chris Gerhardt, Estron Group